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VIRTUAL STOCK TRADING REPORT

Date:18th Aug. 2023

Event name: DALAL STREET - VIRTUAL STOCK TRADING



Date and time: Friday, August 18, 2023, 3.00pm to 3.45pm

Targeted audience: IV Semester MBA students Batch 2021-23

Venue: Department of MBA Computer Lab

Event Coordinator: Prof. Roopa Balavenu

Club: Finance Club Competition

KSSEM Department of Management Studies conducted a Virtual Stock Trading Competition for
a week through a Mobile App called Stock Trainer. The event was conducted for students of
MBA Semester IV to mark their competitive investment skills at Capital Market in Finance
Club .

Entering the Indian stock market can be a tedious job for beginners. First, you need to open your
brokerage account (Demat and trading account). This means that you have to pay the account
opening charges and go through the complex documentation process. Further, as stock market
trading involves market risk, you can always lose some money— especially, if you are a
beginner.So, how to solve this problem? How to Learn stock trading in India without actually
risking any money. The answer is by using virtual stock trading platforms.

Virtual Stock Trading (also known as Paper Trading) is similar to actual trading where you can
buy and sell stocks. However, here no real money is involved. By providing the real market
scenario or virtual trading facilities using simulators, these platforms offer learning opportunities
to beginners without risking any money.
These virtual trading platforms provide real-time stock or financial data, which means that you
can try out different strategies of trading in stocks just like the real-world stock market, but
risk-free.

How do virtual stock trading platforms work?

It’s a really straightforward process to use a stock simulator to do virtual stock trading. Here are
the steps required to start virtual stock trading in India (Paper Trading India):

1. Open a free account (using your email-id) on the paper trading platform (discussed

below).

2. Get instant virtual money in your account.

3. Start buying/selling stocks like real trading scenarios.

4. Monitor your portfolio and track profit/loss.

5. Try different strategies and learn the trading basics.

6. When you get enough confidence and experience- move to real trading.

What are the pros and cons of using the virtual trading platform?

https://mtrading.com/trading-platforms


Nothing is perfect in this world. Although there are many advantages of using virtual trading
platforms (especially for beginners), however, there are also a few disadvantages. Let’s discuss
them- one by one:

—Advantages of using Virtual trading platforms

1. No need to open a demat/trading account or go through any documentation process.

2. No real money is required to start virtual trading.

3. Real-time market scenarios to try out different strategies and to learn the basics.

4. Risk-free trading practice.

5. Okay to make mistakes and take risks as there’s no real loss here.

—Disadvantages of using virtual trading platforms

1. There’s no emotional attachment as real money is not involved.

2. You can quickly get bored as winning/losing virtual money is not much exciting.

3. The real market scenario might be a little different than the virtual trading environment.

(In the virtual trading platforms, participants take extra risks and bets than they would

actually take in a real scenario.)

On 18th August 2023, Dept. of Management Studies Finance Club had conducted a Event called
DALAL STREET, It is a Virtual Stock training activity involving buying and selling of shares.
This activity helps the students to enhance their trading knowledge. This activity had been
happening for one week. At the end of the day Mr. Vijay K won the show by making 56,000
profit and Mr. Amith Roy secured second place in this event by making Rs. 50000 as profit..
In order to inculcate trading knowledge among the students Finance Club had taken initiative to
conduct this activity for management students.







Winner: Vijay K
Runner: Amit Roy
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